MINUTES OF KAROONDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEETING
HELD IN KAROONDA EAST MURRAY COUNCIL CHAMBERS ON 17th October 2017 AT 7.30 PM
PRESENT: D Roberts, J Cooper, E Kerr, D Cheriton, J Cheriton, B Barr, F Barr, B Gowling, R Gowling, B Schulz,
K Burdett, B Schulz, J Morgan
APOLOGIES: G Paay, R Norman, J Roberts
MINUTES: Circulated and confirmed. Moved B Gowling seconded R Cheriton.

CARRIED

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES:





History Book: E Kerr has had a quote from Open Book Howden for scanning alone which was
$2915. Also has been in touch with Copy King from Kadina who have asked for a photo of the
original template.
K Burdett suggested that the book reprint should be handed over to council. This will be done once
a few more details are available.
We need to notify A & T Fullston that their tender has been successful. D Roberts to do this.
Stumps to be delivered to purchaser.

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT:


The Wilson family has donated 2, P6 tandem tractors to the tractor collection at the park. J Morgan
to liaise with owner re removal of tractors.

DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT:


J Cooper reported that he had been in contact with M Westendorf regarding the repairs to the
railway carriages and is awaiting the results of his enquiries.

GENERAL BUSINESS:








There have been some problems with bending steel for doors to garage. Some modifications will
need to be made to the machine and D Shillabeer has the steel.
Working bee for continuation of the work on the garage to be held on 11 th of November.
Request from Farm Fair for Historical Society to do a display for 2018 fair. The thinking was for a
static display of some larger items. Further discussion and a decision to be made at the next
meeting.
J Cooper still pursuing a windmill stand.
We were pleased as a group to have been able to assist with the location of a family property in the
Galga area for Jenny Standfield from NSW.
There was some discussion of the book, ‘The History of Pioneer Park’ by Don Anderson. It was felt
that this was a great record of the development of the park over the years but members were
disappointed with some comments regarding the efforts of the new committee. The book is
available for sale at the newsagency.

NEXT MEETING:


November 21st at 7.30 pm

Meeting closed at 8.30pm.

